
This is an example of the
 i

 Advanced Ultrasonic 
Rodent Repelling System n an open area 
Warehouse. The unit is rated up to 7,000 sq ft 
of open area coverage. 

What does open area coverage mean? It means 
an area without walls, doors or any other 
obstacles that can get in the way of the ultrasonic 
sounds. The more the high-
intensity ultrasonic sounds encounter, the less 
intense the rodent-repelling sounds become. 

When you  a  Rodent Issue, 
the best thing you can do to resolve the problem is 
to  More Repelling Power / Blast the 
rodents from every angle.

obstacles/things 

run into Tough / Severe

Bring in

ADVANCEDADVANCED
Ultrasonic Rodent Repelling System

Example : Open Area Coverage#1

Example : Minor Rodent issue#2

Example : Severe Rodent Issue#3

7,000 Square Feet
OPEN AREA COVERAGE

Example: One big open space with
no obstructing objects.  Objects

like walls, furniture, 

cause the repelling sounds to 
become less intense. 

separate 
rooms with doors, 

70FT

100FT

Hints:

In this next example ( ) there is a 
 all across the house. 

unit  this “BUT” 
this all  on  the

.

Set your unit as close to the problem 
area as possible, and face it toward the most 
open area of that room. The idea is to allow 
the sounds to fill the room / rooms.

. 
of the

. From  to for 
any new rodent activity. If you do not notice 
any new activity: Great! your rodent problem should be repelled (Please keep on using the unit to keep future rodents out and 
away)  However, if a , then it’s Time to Let Us Help You ( ). Most of 
the time, we are just One Step Away from Solving the Rodent Issue (  and  to our ).

Right

 16-days worth of repelling

Minor
Rodent Problem

Allow at least

this point monitor

One
Can Repel Whole Home 

Depends How Severe
rodent problem is

At 
the 16-day mark, clean up any signs 
rodent issues

Problem Still Persists We need to create a change in repelling
Please Contact Us we will move Stage II

In this last example, ( ) we have
a  problem throughout this
home. You will need multiple units to 
ensure proper coverage of this severe type 
of issue. 

T

bottom right
Severe Rodent

You will want to place a unit within each 
room that you have seen or heard rodent 
activity.

his  a 
  the rodents to  

from  of the .

creates surround-sound, repelling-
effect which demands leave
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If  your Rodent Problem still persists after the 16-20 day mark.
Please Contact us as we will Move to a  worth of Help/RepellingStage 2

If , it’s  to  via the 
you  (e.g., Amazon, Walmart, Sears, etc.) 

 E-mail: info@cleanrth.com  Phone: 480-255-5113

Ordered Online Contact Us website
ordered from

“BEST”

or or


